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INTRODUCTION
People spend around 60 – 90% of their life in enclosed spaces, thus the impact of the Indoor Air Quality on their health
has a significant impact. Moreover, IAQ on the people’s life was highlighted by the World Health Organization (WHO)
which showed that around 99000 deaths in Europe were attributed due to indoor air pollution only in 2012. Moreover,
lung cancer was established as being the most common cancer type worldwide presenting approximately 1.6 million
deaths annual and radon exposure was linked to it, being the second cause of lung cancer after smoking. Radon is a
natural radiative gas produced by radioactive decay of radium – 226. Once it has reached the outdoor atmosphere it is
diluted by the other gases and presents concentrations that do not represent a danger to the respiratory system. On the
other hand, after penetrating the building’s envelope, the concentration can grow to dangerous levels until the ventilation
system will dissipate it.
OBJECTIVE: To highlight the impact on the indoor air quality of a simple ventilation system working on underpressure
and overpressure for two adjacent rooms.

EXPERIMENTAL ROOM
The measurement campaign was held inside two adjacent rooms located at the
basement of the Faculty of Building Services, Bucharest. The main room presents the
following dimensions 5.6x6.4x3.5 m and an total area of 33.28 m2, while de second room
is smaller presenting 2.9x6.4x3.5 m, resulting a total area of 18.56m2. The two rooms
present a granite floor, thick brick walls covered with a small layer of the plaster. The
entrance to the experimental rooms is made only through the main room where it could be
found also two double wood pane windows of 1.25x1.25 m. On the other hand, in the
second room presents only a double wood pane window with the same dimensions.
The experimental campaign was conducted from 6th August – 3rd September 2018 and
the equipment involved were two SARAD Radon Scout RSC2 active radon detector,
placed in the center of every room at a height of 0.8m from the room’s floor. Likewise, in
the main room was installed a ventilation system formed from a reversible fan presenting
an air flow of 300m3/h. The fan was placed at one the windows, while the air transfer grid
was positioned above the entrance room. The first set of measurements were conducted
with the windows sealed, whilst the second and third sessions were held with the
ventilation system on for
overpressure, respectively underpressure determinations.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results showed that without any ventilation system, the main room presents radon concentrations that can rise up to 275 Bq/m3, whilst in the second room the radon
concentrations present the maximum value of 332 Bq/m3. On the other hand, during the measurements conducted with the ventilation system on the results showed a
significant drop in the radon concentrations and for the main room the maximum value achieved on the overpressure determination was 139 Bq/m3, while in the second room
was 159 Bq/m3. Moreover, with the ventilation system on for the underpressure determinations, the results showed that the radon concentrations had risen their values a bit
as the main room presented a maximum value of 176 Bq/m3 and the second room presented 159 Bq/m3. It is supposed that during the underpressure measuremensts, the
radon concentrations were higher than during overpressure measurements due to the fact that the indoor air was replaced with air coming from the adjacent corridor.
However, the indoor air temperature and the relative humidity determined for the entire sets of measurements did not show a significance change in their values.
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